Good Evening, Council Members, Mr. Drummer, Ms. Michaelson,

Thank you for serving county residents and businesses.

I have a few questions about Mr. Marc Elrich's resolution on COVID 19 Second Amended Board of Health Regulation to prevent the spread of COVID19, and indoor mask guidance in Montgomery County.

I believe much information in the second Resolution is untrue, biased, and/or misleading. I hope you can correct them, and avoid similar things from happening in other resolutions or proposals.

Under DESCRIPTION/ISSUE: It is untrue or misleading to list 3 arbitrary criteria in the name of CDC without any references to mandate or remove face masks while many countries and states in the USA have dropped off all COVID restrictions. The real data across the globe in 2021 vs. 2020 including Montgomery county data and your flip-flop mask directives in 2020-2021 show that vaccines, masks, and viruses are three independent entities and not related to one another at all.

Under MEMORANDUM - Background: The first paragraph is good evidence that wearing masks do not stop the transmission and spread of the new virus and is not related to the surge of the cases. It also shows that masks, vaccines, and virus are independent entities.

Under MEMORANDUM - Statutory Authority: It is misleading to just list a couple of Md. codes but skip the US and MD Constitutions on Liberty of Rights of Choice. The highest law controls. The two codes are also used under Vaccine Requirements resolution. It is known to everyone that vaccines and Mask do not stop the transmission and spread of the virus at all. Three are independent entities.

Under MEMORANDUM - Specifics of the Resolution: Again it is untrue or misleading to list 3 arbitrary criteria in the name of CDC without any references to mandate or remove face masks while many countries and states in the USA that have dropped off all COVID restrictions. The real data across the globe in 2021 vs. 2020 including Montgomery county data show that vaccines, masks, and viruses are three independent entities and not related to one another at all.

Under the First Resolution - Background: it is full of misleading or untrue information. The real data now already shows that Delta and Omicron Variants are not related to having vaccines or wearing masks at all.

Under the First Resolution - Action: except wasting huge taxpayer's dollars and causing extreme tension among residents, business, and police force, any actions listed in this section is proven ineffective to stop the transmission and spread of the virus at all. The county executive Mr. Marc Elrich is the best example of having three vaccines,
wearing masks all the time, and taking all preventative measures but still catching the virus.

It does not make any sense to continue the Second Face Mask mandate and cost more taxpayers' dollars on ineffective **ACTIONs** based on three arbitrary and useless criteria.

Thank you for your consideration and wise decision to end any COVID requirements, save our tax dollars, resume our normal life and give back our Constitutional rights of liberty of choices.

Sincerely,

Dr. Tang

A county resident and business owner